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PHYSICOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SAUSAGE-TYPE  
MEAT EMULSIONS WITH FIBER ADDITION
There is a mundial trend on consuming healthier and more fibber-
containing products. Fibber inclusion has beneficial effects for
human health and improves technological properties useful for
industry.
The aim of the study was to observe physicochemical changes of
sausage-type meat emulsions modifying variables: increasing different
type of fiber content, decreasing water content and maintaining meat
and fat content.
Fiber addition results in coking loss and aW decrease. pH varies according to the fiber composition. There are color differences when fiber is
included and the emulsion texture has more consistence.
Rheology changes are observed between pork and cow fat.
The emulsion formulation has been modified until obtaining a control
formula that loses enough water to see significant changes in cooking
losses when fiber is added.
The result of the investigation allows obtaining a hybrid product (a
product with less meat protein and an increase in plant intake).
Hybrid products are cheaper for the industry so they can reach more
people such as the malnourished
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INTRODUCTION OBJECTIVES
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T = -18±1°C
Mix and chop using
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T= 2±2°C
Stuff without air bubbles
ccoked at T= 70±1°C
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